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A Year Of Rain - Soundtrack, also known as A Year Of Rain - The Official Soundtrack, is composed by
Neal Acree. It originally started out as a 29-track full-length soundtrack for the cult indie game A
Year of Rain, created by Ivo Sissolak, where it was later released as a standalone album, including
the rest of the tracks. In 2014, a follow-up album was released, featuring other tracks from A Year of
Rain, which was conceived as a 'best of' soundtrack. It was originally released as a 6-track EP, and
was later compiled into a full-length album, titled The Forgotten Frontier. These six songs, along with
the original 29-track soundtrack, make up the entirety of the Game's official soundtrack! About A
Year Of Rain: A Year Of Rain is a desktop, standalone, immersive, interactive, narrative platform-
adventure video game about survival and rebirth, set in a dreamlike reality, and created for the
Macintosh. It is based on the concept of creation. A Year Of Rain features compelling puzzles,
multiple game endings, original music and sound effects, dark and beautiful graphics and
animations, never-before-seen character portraits and a haunting, evocative world of magical
realism, inspired by the writings of Nobel laureate, poet and playwright Paul Eluard. A Year Of Rain
can be downloaded for the Macintosh here. Published by The Game Paradox and JGames
Entertainment: A Year Of Rain Game Official Website: www.ayearofrain.com A Year Of Rain
Soundtrack Official Website: www.aysoundtracks.com A Year Of Rain Information:
www.ayearofrain.com/information.html Official Twitter: @ayearofraingame Featuring the beautiful
songs of Alexis Bazzini, A Year Of Rain: The Forgotten Frontier has garnered the interest of fans all
across the country and even around the world. It was the first video game soundtrack released in
two decades, following on the heels of Telltale Games' successful Music from Machete. Copyright ©
2013 Ivo Sissolak - The Forgotten Frontier contains all tracks from the original A Year of Rain Game.
The Game is by Ivo Sissolak and Neal Acree, and licensed for distribution by Ivo Sissolak. The
Forgotten Frontier is by Ivo Sissolak and Neal Acree. All rights reserved by Ivo Sissolak.

Hero Battle Features Key:

The slayer of monsters and brigands since time immemorial! Full of treasure and games, the
Choker Lair is a great place for casual slayage, espionage, adventure, and a good time. Pre-
order the Choker Lair from DriveThruRPG.
Fantasy Grounds is a product created in conjunction with the Pathfinder Roleplaying Game
for tabletop Fantasy Grounds.
The From Mountains series of guests includes:

Fehren Murphy: author of the heroic fantasy novels Muguntha (Pathfinder RPG Genius
Award) and Konstantin Arsad
Kai Anderson: co-author with Fehren Murphy of the re-read of the original trilogy
written by Paizo's Jeff Eckert for R&D's The Barrens
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